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0161201 National Education {3} [3 – 3]
Concepts and terms ; Geography of Jordan; contemporary political history of Jordan;
Jordanian Society; Jordanian constitutional and democratic life; Jordanian national
institutions; challenges facing Jordan; threats to civic life: fanaticism, extremism,
terrorism, violence; corruption: definitions, types, causes, impact, and prevention.
Prerequisite: None

0161200 Military Sciences {3} [3 -3]
The establishment and development of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan; the history of
the Arab Legion; peacekeeping troops; preparing the nation for defense and liberation.
Prerequisite: None

0161100 Remedial Arabic {3} [3 – 3]
The concept of language and its levels, comprehension and speaking; grammar exercises;
nominal sentences, verbal sentences, kana and its sisters, inna and its sisters, masculine
plural, feminine plural, singular, dual, numbers, appositives; punctuation marks, exercises
in morphology (present and past participles); spelling issues (hamza/glottal stop writing):
conjunctive hamza (hamzat wasl) and hamza qat’, alef following group waw, alif
layyinah ('flexible alif') and nunation (tanwin).
Prerequisite: None

0161101 Communication Skills in Arabic (1) {3} [3 – 3]
Language levels: phonological level, grammatical level, rhetorical level, orthographic
level, comprehension and speaking; grammar exercises, nominal sentences, verbal
sentences, kana and its sisters, Inna and its sisters, dual, masculine plural, feminine
plural, indeclinable nouns, vocative, appositives; exercises in morphology, present
participle and past participle; spelling and punctuation, dictionaries, listening and
speaking.
Prerequisite: 0161100 Remedial Arabic
0161300 Islamic culture {3} [3 – 3]
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Definition of the culture, characteristics of the Islamic culture, Islamic culture and other
cultures; the sources of Islamic culture: the Holy Quran, Sunna , the Arabic language,
history of Islam; fields of Islamic culture: faith, worship, morals ; challenges facing the
Islamic culture: orientalism, globalization, secularism; young people and the impacts of
foreign cultures, women and Islam, Islam and terrorism.
Prerequisite: None

0162102 Communication Skills in Arabic (2) {3} [3 – 3]
Definition of the Arabic language and its levels; understanding and comprehending
extracts ; practicing syntax and morphology: the style of command and demands;
unconditional morphology relevant to interrogative cases; “ kad” , [k&d] and its sisters;
adjectival, exaggerated expressions; adverbs of time and place , the forms of “alhaser”[al-haser]; dictation exercises; the conditions of writing “al-hamza”
(the glottal stop); numbers ; composition, essay writing, listening and spoken extracts .
Prerequisite : (0161101) Communication Skills in Arabic (1)

0162301 History of Jordan and Palestine {3} [3 – 3]
The geography of Jordan and Palestine, Jordan and Palestine in ancient times, general
historical look, Jordan and Palestine in the Mamluki period, Jordan and Palestine during
the First World War (1914- 1918), Emirate of East Jordan (Transjordan), constitutional
and legislative life in Jordan, Palestine under the British Mandate, and JordanianPalestinian relations.
Prerequisite: None

0162302 Media and Public Relations {3} [3 – 3]
The nexus between media and society in terms of the social, political, economic and
cultural power of the media, the role of the media in giving people the opportunity to
express their opinions and promote international relations. Communication and public
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relations, communication and its types, levels, forms, properties, fields, activities,
physical and nonphysical (symbolic) environment, and obstacles to the communicative
process. Public relations: its beginnings, development, principles, bases, importance,
functions, planning, activities.
Prerequisite: None

0161303 Sport and Health {3} [3 – 3]
Defining health and fitness: physical education, health education; the cognitive,
emotional, skill-oriented, and social goals of physical education; the history of physical
education: ancient, medieval, and modern ages, the Olympics, Athletics in Jordan:
nutrition and exercising; athletic injuries: bone, joint , muscle, skin injuries;: special
exercises for figure deformation; diseases related to lack of exercise: diabetes, obesity,
being underweight, back pain, cancer; hooliganism: causes and recommended solutions
for hooliganism.
Prerequisite: None

0162305 Environmental and Public Safety {3} [3 – 3]
The concept of the environment, its laws and relation to other sciences, primary and
secondary components, cycle of elements in the natural environment, environmental
problems, pollution of the environment, the problem of the depletion of environmental
resources, principles of public health and diseases: the concept of public health,
pathogens, viruses, bacteria, parasites, fungi, insects. The environment and pathology:
organic, genetic, reproductive and psychological pathology. Nutrition and public health:
types of food, malnutrition diseases, undesirable eating habits. The environment and
public health from an Islamic perspective: Quranic verses and sayings of the Prophet.
Prerequisite: None

0162401 Literary text appreciation {3} [3-3]
Defining the concept of appreciation; defining the concept of text and its types; the
difference between scientific and literary text; literary text and its relation to appreciation;
types of literary text: poetry, short story novel, drama, thought, essay, maqamah, sermon,
will, letter and biography, etc; the essential components of literary text: idea, emotion,
imagination, and expression; literary criticism methods: historical, psychological, social,
artistic and integral, etc; various applied literary text: prose and poetry, modern and old.
Prerequisite: None
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0162404 The Art of Expression and Writing {3}[3-3]
Basic introductions: writing, art; types of writing: functional, creative; general common
basics among the different types of prose (functional and creative); writing dimensions,
organizing the topic according to its elements: introduction, body, conclusion; types of
functional writing: letter, academic curriculum vitae, announcement, minutes taking,
research, report, summary; types of creative writing: story, essay, artistic curriculum
vitae.
Prerequisite: None

0161302 An Introduction to Pedagogy {3} {3-3}
A general view on Pedagogy: its concept, importance, goals, purposes, functions,
historical basics of pedagogy; old and modern pedagogical philosophies; psychological,
cultural, social and environmental basics; the reality of pedagogy and education in
Jordanian institutions; the role of modern pedagogical retrofitting in the development of
the pedagogical process; issues encountered by educational institutions: suggestions,
solutions.
Prerequisite: None

0162306 Science and Life {3} [3 – 3]
Origin and evolution of life: Origin of universe, solar system formation and the origin of
the earth, prebiotic chemistry, water for life sustenance contributions of polymer industry
- natural and synthetic polymers, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics, generic and herbal
drugs, drug abuse and its consequences .
Prerequisite: None
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